


Zombie Kisses #2

Hi Kidz,

Welcome to Zombie Kisses
#2.  I did my best to live up to
the first issue.  For those of you
who like to keep track this
issue was originally printed in
the fall of 2000 & I’d guess
written at some point in 1999.
The cover art is by me &
Nathan Amundson.
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Brothers – Part 2

     I fall down when I’m trying
to get out of bed in the middle
of the night & I remember half
my leg is gone.  I’ve always
kind of thought of myself as
pathetic & useless & a waste
of skin, but now it’s a pretty
undeniable fact.  My brother
took my guns away so I can’t
shoot myself in the head,
which would be the
appropriate thing to do.  I’m
just consuming instead of
doing anything of use to
anyone.  I’m more useless than
the children here are.  At least

kids provide some kind of
hope for the future.  Maybe I
should just start drinking my
feelings away like I used to
whenever some girl broke my
heart.



* * *
     My brother did something
idiotic last night.  He went out
alone to the hospital to get a
prosthetic leg for me.  It was a
nice thought, but going out
alone at night was a stupid idea
& I don’t want the thing.  Who
is there for me to impress by
making them think I’ve got
two legs anyway?  It just
makes me think he feels sorry
for me & wants things to be
like they used to be.  Or maybe
I’m projecting & I want things
to be like they used to be & I
feel sorry for me.

* * *
     I wake up from a dream
about an ex-girlfriend.  She’s
the kind of ex-girlfriend that
never goes away in your head
because the relationship never
really had any closure.  We
stopped going out because it
was too serious, at least that’s
what she told me; but I know
she lied to her friends & family
kind of a lot.  We broke up
about three months before the
zombies came.  I keep thinking
I’ll run into her & either (A)
she’ll be dead & I’ll need to
shoot her in the head & I won’t
need to worry about her



anymore or (B) she’ll still be
alive & maybe we’ll get back
together.  It’s not significantly
different from the hope/dread
of running into someone
you’re still in love with at the
grocery store & trying to
decide if you should say
anything or ignore them if you
do actually see them.
     When I get out of bed I fall
down.  I use the bed to get
myself up off the floor & I grab
my crutches leaning against
the foot of the bed.  Who am I
trying to fool, what kind of girl
would fall back in love with a
cripple?  Especially these

days.  How would I be able to
feed us both, much less protect
us….



Stacy’s.  So we need to find
out if I can fire a gun & keep
my balance with my crutches.
My brother’s saying, “You’ll
just have to use 22s I guess,
the kick might be small
enough.  & I got you this.”  He
hands me a little submachine
gun like you’d see in a movie.
“It’s more to push them back
a little & call for help than
anything else, it has no
accuracy for headshots.  Just
be careful about using it.”  The
reason he’s telling me to be
careful is we’ve reached the
point where bullets are
definitely in limited quantity

* * *
     My brother gave me back
some handguns today.  Stacy,
who was the toughest lady
here & was helping my brother
get supplies, was bitten bad
enough yesterday that my
brother shot her in the head.
She was already dead when he
got to her, but at least he shot
her before she came back.  So
I’m really the only other
person here that can function
outside of the motel.  The three
women who are at the motel
are still in mixtures of shock
& denial & the four kids are
all under ten, two of them were



& we need to try to use them
sparingly.  Actually it’s getting
harder to find food too.  Stacy
died when looking for food in
an apartment building.  We go
outside & I fire a gun & I don’t
fall down & I feel a little better
about myself than I have lately.
I don’t know how much longer
we’ll be able to live off the
remnants of this city.  We need
to move to a farm or some
place in a less populated part
of the country where there
might be enough bullets left to
handle the number of dead
around.   Assuming there are
places like that.

* * *
Things have gotten worse in
the city.  Some marauders
came through & they lit a lot
of buildings on fire & during
their looting.  It made more
zombies homeless & on the
street than it probably killed.
I didn’t think there were this
many left in the city really.  It
lets me know the living are an
even bigger minority than I
thought.  It makes me feel like
I should just shoot myself in
the head & get it over with
because I’m just wasting my
time trying to stay alive.  I
need to talk to my brother



about trying to move, but
where do we go & how do we
get the fuel to get there?
There’s no place to refuel after
the first tank is gone & we’re
almost out of cars to siphon
from in this city & low on the
dry gas & octane booster we
need to use to make the fuel
useable.  Which also means
we’ll soon have no generator
& no electricity or water.

* * *
     The apartment complex we
were going through today is
one where a lot of my friends
used to live when I was a
teenager.  I didn’t think it was
worth checking.  I couldn’t
imagine finding anything of
value  except maybe a half-
empty bottle of tequila.  Which
is pretty much all we did find
besides nine bodies already
shot in the head & seven we
needed to put down. I was glad
I didn’t recognize any of them.
Almost every apartment had
already been broken into, but
it must have been early on



because there were cans of
food, but no TVs or VCRs or
stereos.  One of the apartments
on the top floor had two dead
bolts on it that my brother
broke through with a
sledgehammer.  There was a
body on the floor lying
between a couch & a coffee
table with a beer bottle shoved
through its left eye socket & I
just get the feeling that this
was an actual murder rather
than some kind of self-
defense.  There were some
assault rifles & ammunition in
one of the bedroom closets.
Also in the closet was god only

knows how much cash.  It
seems to me if you were this
good of a thief or drug dealer
or whatever, that you would
live in a better neighborhood.
Maybe this is from one of the
bank robberies that happened
in the first couple weeks when
police were busy with zombies
& people thought things might
get back pretty close to normal
& stores were still selling
things for money.  Maybe all
the bank robberies helped to
cause the end of the use of
money.  After three weeks the
militia was formed here &
they’d shoot any looters as



indiscriminately  as the dead
& I bet the me of then would
shoot the me of now just for
trying to stay alive.

* * *
     There’s the sound of a
shotgun & I know the life
we’ve been living is over
before I’m even sitting up in
my bed.  I put my jumpsuit on
& grab my crutch & guns.  My
brother ’s already in the
hallway when I open my door.
     “I guess somebody found
an old map listing this place
for the militia.”
     “Yeah,” he says, “I don’t
know how big of a group it is
yet, did you see anything?”
     “No.  I never took the
boards off my windows.
They’ll know somebody’s
here, the generator’s running.”



     “I guess we’ll need to
sneak out.”
     “To where?  We can’t even
fit everybody in the car.
Maybe we can take them out
& get their supplies.”
     There’s a voice downstairs
yelling, “The power’s on!
Somebody’s still here!”  There
are gunshots echoing up.
     “See who you can find to
get in the car.  I’ll see what’s
going on downstairs.”
     “No, I’ll go downstairs; the
kids are calmer around you.”
I’m already on my way
downstairs before he says
anything else.  When I look out
from the corner of the stairwell

there are the bodies of two of
the kids on the floor of the
hallway.  One of the marauders
comes out of one of the rooms
& I get my shot off hitting him
in the head, but the sudden
movement throws my body off
& I fall down.  Two more
come out of different rooms &
being on the floor keeps them
from seeing me & I shoot them
both before they can find
where to shoot.  I can hear
some of them running this way
& yelling.  I crawl to the
nearest body & take his gun
& in his backpack I find three
pipe bombs. I find a lighter in
the right front pocket of his



jeans.  I hope my brother’s out
by now.  These guys are pretty
ruthless.  I mean, killing kids
like this is fucked up.
     I feel the bullet coming into
my right shoulder at the same
time I hear it fired.  I make my
way for one of the open rooms
& another shot’s fired hitting
the calf of my good leg as I
get out of the hallway.  I light
one of the pipe bombs & throw
it in the direction of the
shooter.  The blast is stronger
& hotter than I expected.  It
shakes the building & the
temperature is raised fifteen
degrees.  I hear a voice on a
radio from one of the bodies

saying, “What the fuck are you
doing in there?”  & another
voice answering, “Fuck this
shit.  Somebody’s shooting at
us.  Send in some dogs.”
     I hear some noise coming
from the end of the hallway
beyond where the explosion
was.  I peek my head out &
there’s some light from some
small fires the bomb started.
Coming my way are three
zombies with their arms cut off
at the elbows & their legs cut
off at their knees with bricks
tied to all four stumps.  They
have on metal collars & belts
with ten-foot lengths of chain
hanging on them.  They’re



moving slow because they’re
scared of the fire.  I light &
throw another one of the
bombs at them & when I peek
out after the explosion the
ceiling’s caved in so that the
entrance is closed.
     My shoulder & leg are
bleeding a lot & I can smell it
& I can taste blood in my
mouth.  I crawl out & get my
crutch, but when I try to stand
my shoulder & leg hurt too
much & I fall down.  I drag
myself down the hallway
towards the other exit.
Halfway there I cough up
some blood, but I keep
dragging myself towards the

door.  When I get to the door I
pull myself up with the handle
& unlock it & fall out onto the
sidewalk scraping off most of
the skin on my left palm with
the door still held ajar by my
body.  I can see that our car is
gone & that the marauders
probably have about twenty
cars in the front parking lot.
     I hear something from
behind me & then I hear a gun
shot & feel a bullet coming in
my back & then out my chest.
I’m so numb it doesn’t even
really hurt; I just feel cold & I
slump down to lying flat on the
ground.  The shooter walks
over to me & steps on my left



arm at the elbow & says,
“Fucker.”  The sound of a shot
comes just after I close my
eyes.


